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ABSTRACT 
In the paper we describe the Banach envelopes of Hardy spaces of analytic functions of several 
variables on polydiscs taking values in quasi-Banach spaces. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let V-, II . lx) b e a locally bounded space whose dual separates the points. 
Then the gauge functional Jj . j/g of the convex hall of the unit ball 23~ of X, is 
the norm on X. The completion of the normed space (X, I/ . 112) is called the 
Banach envelope d of X. 
Note that X and 2 have the same dual spaces and the dual norms are the 
same. The topology on X defined by the Mackey norm // . 112 coincides with the 
Mackey topology of the dual pair (X, x”), i.e. the strongest locally convex to- 
pology on X which produces the same space of continuous linear functionals as 
the original topology of X. It is easily seen that up to an isomorphism J? is 
uniquely defined by the conditions: (a) _% is a Banach space, (b) there exists a 
continuous embedding j of X onto a dense subspace of .$ such that for each 
continuous linear functional Ton X there exists a continuous linear functional 
TonA?withToj= T. 
* The research was supported by Komitet Badan ~aukowych (State~ommittee for Scientific Re- 
search), Poland, grant no. 2 P03A051 15. 
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The reader is referred to [KPR] for information on quasi-normed spaces and 
their Banach envelopes. 
If X is a concrete quasi-Banach space consisting of functions, then one can 
try to represent its Banach envelope as another function space. This has been 
done for classical Hardy spaces Hp(f0), 0 < p < 1, on the unit disc by P.L. Du- 
ren, B.W. Romberg and A.L. Shields [DRS]. Then A. Frazier [F] extended this 
result to the case Hp(l@) of functions on the polidysc Dd. A very nice proof of 
the Frazier’s result was obtained by A.B. Alexandrov [A]. In his proof Alex- 
androv used HJ’ spaces of analytic functions of one variable with values in the 
space HP, which is not locally convex, 0 < p < 1. However, he defined HP- 
spaces as closure in U-quasi-norm of the space of analytic polynomials. This 
definition cannot be applied if we study HP-spaces with valued in arbitrary 
Banach or quasi-Banach spaces. It is well known that if X is a Banach space 
without the Analytic Radon Nikodym Property, then the polynomials are not 
dense in the Hardy space HJ’(D, X) on the unit disk. The continuous linear 
functional and Banach envelopes of HP-spaces of functions of one variable with 
values in an arbitrary Banach space were studied in [Na]. 
The aim of this paper is to describe the Banach envelope of the Hardy spaces 
HJ’(Dd, X), where X is an arbitrary Banach space. In our studies we follow a 
general idea developed by Alexandrov, but taking an arbitrary space X we 
cannot assume that X-valued polynomials are dense in Hp(Dd, X). 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout the paper we denote by D and T the unit disc and the unit circle in 
the complex plane @. The normalized Lebesgue measure on D and the Haar 
measure on T will be denoted by dA and dm respectively. Moreover, Z+ will 
stand for the set of all nonnegative integers. For a natural number d the d-fold 
products of D, T, Z+, dm and dA will be denoted by Dd, Td, Zd+, dmd and dAd 
respectively. 
If z = (21,. ,~~)~C~,r~(0,1)andc~=(cri,...,(~~)~Zd+,wewillusethe 
notation YZ := (~zi,. . . ,rzd), z” := zy’ .. .zp, lzl := Jz112 + . . . + Iz~(~ and 
IQ := cyi + . . . + c&j. 
In the paper we study functions defined on polydiscs with values in quasi- 
Banach spaces. Recall that a quasi-Banach space is a locally bounded complete 
vector space. It is well known that if X is such a space, then its topology is 
generated by a q-norm, i.e. a functional ]I /Ix : X + [ 0, m) such that 
ll sx llx = lsl II .a? (Ix, II x’ + Y 11; 5 II x ll”x + II Y Ilk 
for all scalars s and x,y E X and some 0 < q < 1 [Ro, Theorem 3.2.11. 
A quasi-Banach space is called A-convex, if there exists an equivalent pluri- 
subharmonic quasi-norm II . IIx on X (cf. [A]). Recall that an upper-semi- 
continuous function cp : X + [-cm, m] is called plurisubharmonic if for every 
x1,x2 E x 
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If X is a q-normed A-convex space, then there exists an equivalent plur- 
isubharmonic q-norm (1 IIx on X (cf. [K2, Thm. 3.71). 
Throughout the paper we assume that X = (X, 11 . jlx) is a quasi-Banach 
space with fixed q-norm inducing its topology. If we additionally assume that X 
is A-convex, then we mean that the q-norm is plurisubharmonic (some authors 
use to say that the space X = (X, )I . [lx) is PL-convex). 
A function F : Dd + X is called analytic if for every -7s E Dd there exists 
6 > 0 such that 
F(z) = C xa(z - z~)~ 
aez: 
for every Iz - zo( < 6. The space of all X-valued analytic functions on Dd 
equipped with the compact-open topology will be denoted by H(Dd, X). Unless 
we do not assume that X is locally convex, each analytic X-valued function on 
EDd has the unique power series expansion 
F(z) = C x,z’) 
CYEZ: 
(cf. [Gr, Thm. 5.51). We denote x, by p(o). For each F E H(Dd, X) the function 
F, = F(v) tends to F whenever r --f l_ in H(Dd, X), so X-valued polynomials 
P( Dd, X) are dense in H( Dd, X). 
For 0 < p 5 03, we denote by Hp(Dd, X) the space of all analytic functions 
F : Dd -+ X such that 
I/P 
IIFII Hp(Dd,X) = sup _/ IIF(rr < m ifO<p<m, O<r<lTd 
IIFII p(rp,x) = s~PW’M~ : z E DdI < 00 ifp=oo, 
equipped with the quasi-norm defined by the left hand side equalities. Observe, 
that if X is a q-Banach space for some 0 < q 5 1, then Hp(Dd, X) is min(p, q}- 
Banach space. 
It is easily seen that 
(R) H:(!Dd,X) := {f E H(Dd,X) : (If - f(r.)(I,+,(ud,x) + 0 as r + l_} 
is a closed subspace in Hp(Dd, X). It is well known that in the scalar case 
#(Dd) = H$(Dd, C) coincides with Hp(Dd) = Hp(Dd, C). If we pass to the 
vector-valued case, in general, Hi(Dd, X) is a proper subspace of HP(Dd, X) 
even if X is a Banach space. The density problem for polynomials is closely re- 
lated to the problem of existence of radial limits of X-valued bounded analytic 
functions. If X is a Banach space, then @(ED, X) = Hp(D, X) if and only if X 
has the Analytic Radon-Nikodym Property. The reader is referred to [Bl, Bu] 
for information on this property. 
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For 0 < p < 1, we denote by BP(Dd, X) the space of all analytic functions 
F : IL!@ -+ X such that 
d 
IlFll 2' 2 B,,(D~,x) = k; IIF(z)IIxjG1 (1 - IZjI F dAd(z) < 00 
equipped with the quasi-norm II ~~4~D~,x~ defined by the left hand side equality. 
Of course, if X is a Banach space, then Bp(Dd, X) is a Banach space as well. 
Similar arguments as in the scalar case show that IIF, - File (Dd.Xl + 0 when- 
ever r --f 1 _ and X-valued polynomials are dense in Bp(Dd, XT. 
Let X be A-convex. By a well known properties of plurisubharmonic func- 
tions on Cd, log ((PI(, is subharmonic for every polynomial P E H(D, X) (cf. 
[H, Thm. 2.6.41). Since the q-norm on X is continuous, the function log l[Fll,.,, is 
subharmonic for every analytic function F from the closure of all polynomials 
in H(D, X). Using this and standard arguments as in the scalar case we get 
Proposition 1 Let X = (X, I) . Ilx) b e an A-convex quasi-Banach space. Then 
there is C > 0 such that 
a) for everyf E Hp(Dd, X) andz E Dd we have 
b) for every f E Bp(Dd, X) and z E Dd we have 
Consequently, the evaluation operators are continuous on Hp(Dd, X), Bp(lIDd, X) 
and their topologies are stronger then the compact-open topology in H( Dd, X). 
2. VECTOR-VALUED HP-SPACES ON THE DISC 
We will obtain our multi-dimensional result by passing through out the case of 
functions on the unit disc. We need the following extension of the scalar fac- 
torization (the case of Banach space X was considered in [M, Thm. 2.141) 
Proposition 2 Let 0 < p < co and F E @‘(ID, X). If the function log( IIFllx) is 
subharmonic, then there existfunctions G E HP(D) and H E H”(D, X) such that 
(a) F=G,H, 
(b) IIHII H”(D,X) = 1’ 
fcl IlqYP(D) = ll%qD,x). 
The proof of the fact is based on the following well known result. The sketch 
of its proof we include for the convenience of the reader. 
Lemma 3 Let u : D + [-co, ca] be a subharmonicfunction such that 
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sup J eUWm(t) 5 M < co. 
O<r<llJ 
Then there exists a realjiinction f E L1 (m) such that 
asp(f) and Se dm<M, 
I-/ 
where p(f) is the Poisson integral off. 
Proof of the Lemma Since 2 > x+ for x E aB, supr Jr U+ < co. Consequently, u 
has harmonic majorant (see [R-R, Thm. 3.61). Applying [R-R, Thm. 3.111 with 
cp(t) = er we get that there existsf E L’(m) such that u 5 P’v). By well known 
Littlewood’s result (see [L]) lirnrr I u(rt) =f(t) for m-a.e. t E U. Applying the 
Fatou Lemma we get 
J ef dm 5 lip 4 e”@) dm 5 M. 
Proof of Proposition 2. Applying lemma, 
f E L’(m) such that u 5 Pcf) and hefdm < 
given by 
with u = Plog(](F(I,), we find 
lIFIIP,,(,). The outer function G 
G(Z) = exp -l,S z. log(ef(‘)) dm(t)) 
( 
is in HP(DJ), lim,,i_ IG(rt)IP = ef@) for m-a.e. t E T and (JGJ($,(,) = II$JIL~(m) 
5 ]IF]I&,,,). In addition, 
WllW)llx) +fW =hIG(z)l, for every z E D 
so that llFllx 5 JGJ. N ow, we define analytic function H : D + X by 
F(z) H(z) = I. 
Corollary 4 If X is an A-convex quasi-normed space and 0 < p < co, then 
HP@, X) = HP(D) . H”(D, X). 
Proof Since )I . (Ix is plurisubharmonic, so log )( . Ilx is also a plurisubharmonic 
function (see [A, p. 411). Consequently, log llFllx is subharmonic for every 
analytic function F. 
Proposition 5 Let X be an A-convex q-Banach space and 0 < p < 1. Then there 
exists a constant C > 0 such thatfor each n E Z, andf E HP@, X) 
llh)llx i (n + 1)“‘-‘IIf lIHp~D.X~~ 
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where r = min(p, q). 
Proof The case n = 0 follows from Proposition 1. Consider the operator 
T,, : HP(D, X) --) W(D, X) defined by 
(Tnf)(z) = n : 1 _z-“kgo e*f(zesq. 
Note that HJ’(lD,X) &s r-Banzh space. Consequently, jlTnll 5 (n + 1)“‘-‘. It 
remains to note thatf(n) = TJ(0). 
Proposition 6 Let 0 < p < 1 and X be an A-convex space. If F E HP(D, X), then 
llfi - Qyrn --f 0 as r + l-. 
Proof By Proposition 2 there exist G E HP(D) and H E H”(D, X) such that 
IlGllm(~) = Il%~(~,x)~ I~HIIH~(D.~) - <landF=G.H.Foreveryr~(O,l)and 
k E N let Hr,k : D -+ Xbegivenby 
Hr,k(Z) = ,go @(I)(1 - r’)z’. 
Then 
(*I 
It is easily seen that each bounded linear operator between two quasi-Banach 
spaces remains bounded with the same Lipschitz constant if we equip this 
spaces with their Mackey norms. The operator MH : HP(D) + HP(D, X) given 
by MHcf) =fH is continuous and l]MHII < 1. Therefore ll(G - G,)Hll,~i 5 
IIG - W,~~,). The operator LG,~ : H”(D, X) + HP(D,X) given by LG,~(~) = 
fG, is continuous and I]Lc,rll 5 ]IGIIHP(n,. Moreover, H is a member of 
H” (ID, x) . Therefore 
I II%(D) ,$ IlN)II Hp&l - +I 5 Il%o(aa) fI (1 - ~‘1. I=0 
Applying the Maximum Modulus Principle which holds for A-convex spaces 
(cf. [K2, Thm.4.11) we get 
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5 ik?IH~$(H - Hr - Hr,k)llH~(~,~)~lG~lH~(~) 
5 11~11 B,,(D)(~ + IIHr,kllH~(o,x,)llGIIHp(D). 
It is clear that H,,k is a member of H”(D, X) and lim,, i_ IIHr,kll = 0 for every 
k E N. Applying inequalities above, and the obvious fact that ]I$]]Bp(api --+ 0, 
one find k E N and then r E (0,l) such that the summands in (*) are not greater 
then an arbitrary E. 
Proposition I For every Banach space X the space B,(D, X) is a complemented 
subspace ofL’((1 - Izl)f-‘dA,X) an d . IS isomorphic to the projective tensor pro- 
duct BP(D) 6 X. 
The both fact are well known, but for the sake of completeness we present its 
proof. 
Proof The Banach space L’(( 1 - Izl)f-‘dA, X) 1s isomorphic to the projective 
tensor product L’(( 1 - Izl)$-‘dA) &IX. The natural isomorphism Z : L’ (( l- 
lz1)i-2dA) 6 X + L’((1 - Iz\)!-‘dA, X) is given by Z(f @ x) =f . x. The space 
BP(D) is compiemented subspace of L’((1 - IzI)s-‘dA) (see [KPR, p. 461). If 
P: L’((1 - 1zl)+p2dA) + B,,(q) is the projection, then the tensor product of 
operators P@ id: L’((1 - /zI)p-‘dA)6X + BP(D) 6 X is well defined (see [D- 
U, p. 2281) and it is easily seen that it also is a projection. Furthermore 
Zo(P@id)oZ-‘(f.x)=P(f).x fof very f~L’((l-]z])P-~~A). Conse- 
quently, Z o (P @ id) o I-‘(L’(( 1 - IzI)7-2dA, X)) c Bp(D, X). Since the X-va- 
lued polynomials are dense in BP(D), so the linear hull of functions f. x for 
f E B,(D) and x E X is a dense subset of B,(D,X) as well. Finally, we have 
equality above. 
In the sequel we will use the following well known observation 
Lemma 8 For any quasi-Banach space X = (X, 11 . [lx) we have 
II42 = inf{ i$I llxillx : X= iiY, xi, XiEX,?ZEN . 
> 
Theorem 9 Zf X is an A-convex quasi-normed space and 0 < p < 1, then 
ZZf’(@$J = B,(D,X) 
Proof The above result is well known in the scalar valued case ([DRS]). By this 
and Corollary 4 we get 
HP@, X) = W’(D) . H”(D, X) c BP(D) . fP(D, X) c BP(D) . Hm(D, 2) 
c f$(‘Q 2) 
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with inclusions being continuous. For each analytic functionf and r E (0,l) the 
function fi is a uniform-limit, so Hp(Dd, X)-limit of X-valued polynomials. 
Moreover, the subspace @(D, X) is closed in HJ’(D, X). Consequently, X-va- 
lued polynomials are dense in Hi(D,X). Since, Hc(D,C) = H”(D,@), so 
@(D, X) contains the algebraic tensor product HP(D) @ X as a dense sub- 
space. 
We will show that the Mackey norm 11 . IIHpzq of HP(D,X) is bounded 
on the II . Ilfl,p,d, -unit ball K in HJ’(D) 8 X. The space B,(D, X) is isomorphic 
to the projective tensor product BP(D) 6 2. Consequently, there is C > 0 
such that K is contained in the B,(D,X)-closure of the set of all elements 
of HP(D) 8 X of the form Crz,fnxn where N E N, fn E HP@), 
x, E X and C,“=, IJfnJlg(njllxnII~ < C. Each fn and x,, can be expressed 
as N fn =,cf”- ,$, X, = E,;“= 1 x,j, where fnj E Hp( D), xnj E X and 
hrl Cj=i Ck= 1 Ilfnjll~~~~~Il~n,~ll~ 5 2~‘. This, by Lemma 8, . gives 
Hpxw < 2C for each f E K, so the Mackey norm 11 . IIHpx,l is equivalent 
with the norm II . IlepcD,yJ on HP(D) 8X. Since both norms are (/ IIHpcD,xJ- 
continuous and HP(D) @ X is (I . IIHpcD,Xj -dense in Hi(D, X), so these norms are 
equivalent on Ht(D, X). However, for each f E HP(D,X), fi tends to f as 
r + l_ both in the Mackey norm (cf. Proposition 6) and in the topology of 
Bp(lD,_?). Finally, the Mackey norm II . IIHpxl is equivalent with the norm 
II . II 4(D.~) on Hp(O JO. 
3. HP-SPACESON POLYDISCS 
Now let us pass to the case of functions of several variables defined on the 
polydisc Dd. 
Proposition 10 The operator Jf (zl, ZZ) := f (zl)(zz) is 
a) an isomorphism of H(D, H(Dd, X)) onto H(Dd+‘, X), 
b) an isometryof HP@, HJ’(Dd,X)) onto Hp(Dd+‘,X), 
c) an isometry of Bp(D, Bp(Dd, X)) onto Bp(Dd+‘, X). 
Proof a) The topology of H(D, H(Dd, X)) is generated by the family of q- 
norms 
Ilf 1I.Q = sup sup llf (~1)(~2)ll.Y~ 
z, Em q E rDd 
where 0 < r < 1. Moreover, the family 
Ilf /IX,r = _E;y+, Ilf (ZN!t~ 
where 0 < r < 1 defines the topology of H(Ddfl, X). It is clear that J is well 
defined on H(Dd, X)-valued polynomials and is isometry when the spaces are 
equipped with the q-norms above, respectively. Since the polynomials are dense 
in both spaces, J is an isomorphism. 
b) For eachf E HP(D, HJ’(Dd, X)) we have f (21) = C,, EZ+ g(al)zy’ for each 
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zt E D where the series is convergent in W(Dd, X). Moreover, g(ot)(zz) = 
c z* E z+ X(Ql > Q2b; for each ot E Z+ and z2 E Dd, where the series is con- 
vergent in X. Since all series are absolutely convergent, so the series 
Q,,,,,, x(ar , ~2)z;I’zT is convergent in X on D di-l. Thus, Jf is an X-valued 
analytic function on Dd + I. Since 
and for each fixed rltl the function I~(rltl)(z2)llx * is subharmonic in each vari- 
able separately, so the function [0, 1) 3 r2H & IV(rltl)(r2t2)IIPXdmd(tZ) is in- 
creasing, and applying the Fatou theorem we get 
sup S S Ilf (r,tl)(rzt2)llPX~~d(t2)dm(tl) = 
r2 T $ 
J yP$ Ilf (rl~l)(r2r2)II~dmd(t2)~m(tl) = { Ilf (rltl)II~~~aod,X~Lim(rl) 
Finally, taking supr, on both sides of the above equality we get 
]]Jf]&p(Dd+l,X) = ]~~]]Av(D,HP(D.x~. 
Observe that J(Hp(KD, H*(D ,X))) contains the space of all X-valued poly- 
nomials on Dd+‘, so it contains H~(Dd+l , X) as well. To finish the proof it is 
enough toshow that JmapsH*(D,H*(Dd,X)) ontoH*(Ddfl,X). 
Fixg E H*(Dd+’ , X). Let g,(zr , ~2) = g(rzl, rz2). By the first part of the proof 
J-‘W(z) = c J-%4(4z” 
rtEZ+ 
where J-Gr)( ct are members of H*(Dd, X) and the series converges in ) 
H*( Dd, X). By Proposition 5 
for each cy, where X = & - 1. Since g, converges to g when r converges to 1 
in H(Dd+’ ,X), the operators H(D,H*(Dd, X)) 3 f -_?(a) E H*(Dd,X) are 
continuous (cf. [Kl, Thm. 6. l]), and the quasi-norm of HP ( Dd, X) is lower semi- 
continuous on H( Dd, X), so 
II J-%)(4 II wyw’,x) 5 (Q. + l~xlkll,(w’+~,,~~ 
Consequently the series 
J-‘(g)(z) = c J-~)(a)~~ 
aEL+ 
converges in Hp(Dd, A’) for every z E D. Thus we have shown that J-‘(g) is 
H*(Dd, X)-valued analytic function on D. Moreover, the quasi-norm of the 
space H*(iD,HP(Dd,X)) ’ 1 is ower semi-continuous on H(D, H(Dd, X)), so 
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Finally, J maps HJ’(D,HJ’(Dd, X)) onto HP@@+‘, X). 
c) This fact follows from the Fubini Theorem. 
Theorem 11 IfX is an A-convex quasi-normed space, 0 < p < 00, d E N then 
fP(Diix) = Bp(Dd, X). 
Proof We know that the result holds for A = 1 (cf. Theorem 9). Assume that the 
theorem holds for some d > 1. Let T be a continuous linear functional on 
Hp(Dd+’ , X). We can and do treat X as a subspace of its Banach envelope _I?. 
Let i, j be the natural embeddings of HP( Dd+ ‘, X) into Bp(Dd +’,J?) and 
HP(D,HP(Dd,X)) into Bp(Eb,Bp(Dd,~)) respectively. Moreover, let I be the 
isomorphism between H~(D,H~(Dd,X)) and HP(Dd+l,X) and let J be the 
isomorphism between Bp(~,Bp(~d,~)) and Bp(Dd”,X) defined as in 
Proposition 10. Then To I is a continuous linear functional on 
HP(R HJYDd, X)), so in view of Theorem 9 and the induction assumption there 
exists a continuous linear functional f on BP(D), Bp(Dd, 2)) such that T o I = 
T o j. Let r = T o J-' . Then 
foi=(f’oJ-*)o(J o j o I-‘) = (To j) o I-’ = T. 
To complete the proof it enough to observe that the density of X valued poly- 
nomials in BP ( IlId + ’ , _J?) implies that i(Hp(l@+‘, X)) is dense in Bp(Dd+‘, 2). 
Problem The authors do not know if the analog theorem to Theorem I1 can be 
obtained ifpolydisc is replaced by the unit ball in Cd. 
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